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Num. Domanda 
Risposte 

1. How_____you? 
A) is                           B) am                   C) are                                 D) and 

2. I'm sorry but there _____ trains to Oxford on Sunday night. 
A) aren’t any                                         B) isn’t any 
C) aren’t some                                      D) aren’t 

3. I _____ two brothers and one sister. 
A) got                                                    B) have got 
C) has got                                             D) hasn’t got 

4. The computer is _____ the table 
A) on                           B) at                   C) over                                 D) in 

5. Susan_______up at seven o'clock and goes to bed at eleven.  
A) can                                                   B) goes 
C) walks                                                D) gets 

6. Normally he_____in Rome but at the moment he_____in London. 
A) works/works                                 B) is working/works 
C) works/is working                         D) work/working 

7. When_____you_____learning English? 
A) have/started                                B) did/start 
C) do/starting                                   D) are/start 

8. I_____eat pizza on Sundays - It's my favourite food. 
A) don’t                           B) rarely                  C) never                                 D) always 

9. I love her and she loves_____. 
A) me                           B) I                  C) he                                 D) she 

10. Which one is different? 
A) boxes                      B) churchs                    C) students                D) universities 

11. Which one is different? 
A) at eight o'clock                                 B) on Monday 
C) in the evening                                   D) on the afternoon 

12. Which one is different? 
A) come/came                B) want/wanted             C) buy/bought                   D) take/taked 

13. Which one is different? 
A) England             B) Italian               C) Germany                    D) China 

14. Which one is different? 
A) rich/poor                B) beautiful/old             C) happy/sad                 D) expensive/cheap 

15. Which one is different? 
A) hand/arm               B) foot/leg                      C) ear/head                   D) finger/toe 

16. Which one is different? 
A) policeman              B) customer                    C) teacher                     D) waiter 

17. Which one is different? 
A) fruit              B) bread                    C) knife                     D) meat 

18. Which one is different? 
A) brother/sister                B) boy/man             C) son/daughter                 D) husband/wife 

19. Which one is different? 
A) ski/skiing               B) study/studing            C) work/working                 D) do/doing 

20. Yesterday I_____to the town centre to buy a present for my girlfriend 
A)had gone     B)have gone   C) went    D)have been going 

21. You look really tired! What_____? 
A) have you been doing                    B) were you doing                  
C)have you done                                D)you are doing 

22. Today I_____three letters and finished my homework and it's only lunch time! 
A) had written                           B) have written              C) wrote                     D) write 

23. I've got a new job! 
A) Have you?                             B) Are you?                     C) Is it?                        D) Were you? 
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24. I'd like to visit India. 
A) Do you?                                 B) Did you?                      C) Would you?         D) Have you? 

25. Luxembourg has_____in the way of natural resources and so relies on imports. 
A) little                                        B) a little                          C) few                         D) a few 

26. How_____experience have you had? 
A) many                                       B) any                              C) much                      D) few                     

27. I was doing 160 Km/h on the motorway when I_____by a police car. 
A) stopped                                   B) was stopped             C) had stopped          D) was stopping                     

28. I went to buy some Christmas presents but_____was too expensive.  
A) everything                     B) anything                       C) something          D) all 

29. Which one is different? 
A) washbasin              B) dishwasher                    C) towel                     D) bidet 

30. Which one is different? 
A) see a film              B) see TV                    C) watch the match              D) look at a picture 

31. Which one is different? 
A) cabbage                  B) grapefruit                  C) onion                         D) carrot 

32. Which one is different? 
A) Mmm! Nice cake!                               B) Hey! Listen!                     
C) Whoops! Disgusting!                          D) Ouch! That hurt! 

33. Which one is different? 
A) successful                          B) helpful                             C) thoughtful                         D) kindful 

34. My husband works_____a teacher of English in a middle school. 
A) like                                     B) in                                       C) as                                         D) to 

35. Oh! How nice! We've got the beach all to_____! 
A) ourselves                          B) ourself                              C) us                                         D) we 

36. After being homeless and on the streets for years, he's not used to_____in real bed. 
A) sleeping                          B) sleep                          C) having slept                                 D) slept 

37. Take a spare pen_____your other one runs out. 
A) so that                             B) unless                         C) in case                                     D) although 

38. The flight was_____bumpy that I was sick in a paper bag. 
A) too                                   B) so                                 C) such                                        D) very 

39. 'You're being taken for a ride!' . This means: 
A) You're lost                                                           B) You're going home 
C) You're going to be killed                                   D) You are being deceived 

40. 'That's besides the point!' . This means: 
A) It's a good point                                                 B) It's irrelevant 
C) It's not a good point                                          D) It's interesting 

41. Which does not mean 'poor'? 
A) badly off                                                              B) loaded 
C) broke                                                                    D) hard up 

42. Which plural is correct?   
A) women                             B)woman                                 C)womans                        D)womens 

43. Which plural is correct?   
A) childrens                           B) childs                                  C)child                                D) children 

44. Which plural is correct?   
A) day                                     B) days                                    C) dayes                             D) daies 

45. Which plural is correct?   
A) country                              B) countries                           C) countryes                     D) countrys 

46. Which plural is correct?   
A) box                                      B) boxs                                   C) boxes                              D) boxies 

47. Which plural is correct?   
A) wifs                                      B) wifes                                  C) wife                                D) wives 

48. Which plural is correct?   
A) lifs                                        B) lifes                                     C) life                                   D) lives 
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49. Which plural is correct?   
A) sheep                          B) sheeps                                C) sheepies                      D) sheeppies 

50. Which plural is correct?   
A) books                                  B) book                                     C) bookes                          D) bookys 

51. Which plural is correct?   
A) boy                                       B) boys                                   C) boyy                             D) boyes 

52. Which plural is correct?   
A) piece                                    B) piecs                                   C) pieces                          D) piecies 

53. Which plural is correct?   
A) houses                                    B) house                                C) hous                            D) housses 

54. Which plural is correct?   
A) key                                        B) keys                                    C) keyys                            D) keyss 

55. Which plural is correct?   
A) window                            B) windowes                            C) windowws                  D) windows 

56. Which plural is correct?   
A) bus                                         B) buses                                  C) bussies                        D) busyies 

57. Which plural is correct?   
A) classes                                  B) class                                    C) classyes                       D) clas 

58. Which plural is correct?   
A) lashes                                   B) lash                                       C) lashies                       D) lashyes 

59. Which plural is correct?   
A) studies                                  B) study                                    C) studyess                     D) studys 

60. There _____ some rice. 
A) is                    B) are                C) am                D) have 

61. There _____some eggs. 
A) is                    B) are                C) am                D) have 

62. There______ some sugar. 
A) have                    B) are                C) am                D) is 

63. There _______some biscuits. 
A) have                    B) are                C) am                D) is 

64. There ______ some coffee. 
A) have                    B) are                C) am                D) is 

65. There  ______ some butter. 
A) have                    B) are                C) am                D) is 

66. There _______  some grapes. 
A) are                    B) have                C) am                D) is 

67. There ______  some crisps. 
A) have                    B) are                C) am                D) is 

68. There______ some meat. 
A) have                    B) are                C) am                D) is 

69. There ______  some ice cream. 
A) have                    B) are                C) is                   D) am 

70. There  ______ some salt. 
A) have                    B) am                C) is                   D) are 

71. There _______ some vegetables. 
A) have                    B) are                C) am                D) is 

72. There's only _____ egg in the fridge! 
A) a                          B) an                  C) the              D) on 

73. Waiter, there's _____ fly in my soup! 
A) a                          B) an                  C) the              D) on 

74. I'm going to take _____ dog for _____ walk. 
A) a/a                          B) an/the                  C) the/a              D) on/an 

75. My doctor told me to go _____ bed. 
A) to                          B) to the                  C) to a              D) to have 
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76. There's _____ train leaving London at 09:15. 
A) a                          B) an                  C) the              D) on 

77. It's _____ big city with _____ college. 
A) a/a                          B) a/an                  C) the/on              D) an/the 

78. I'd like you to give me _____ advice. 
A) a                              B) an                     C) some                 D) in 

79. My school is near _____ city centre. 
A) a                          B) an                  C) the              D) some 

80. Would you help me prepare _____ dinner, please? 
A) a                          B) an                  C) on              D) the 

81. Choose the correct form:   
A) an book                         B) an boy                  C) an apple              D) a egg 

82. Choose the correct form:   
A) an book                         B) a inkpot                  C) a apple              D) an egg 

83. Choose the correct form:   
A) an inkpot                       B) an boy                    C) an girl                D) a egg 

84. Choose the correct form:   
A) an old book                  B) a old book              C) a apple              D) an house 

85. Choose the correct form:   
A) an child                         B) a old book              C) a apple              D) a horse 

86. Choose the correct form:   
A) an big egg                    B) a big egg                  C) an man              D) an hat 

87. Choose the correct form:   
A) an room                        B) an woman              C) a hat                   D) a hour 

88. Choose the correct form:   
A) an cat                            B) an thing                   C) a dog                  D) an pencil 

89. Choose the correct form:   
A) an pen                          B) a letter                     C) an picture          D) an house 

90. Choose the correct form:   
A) an door                        B) an window               C) an map               D) a lamp 

91. Choose the correct form:   
A) a car                             B) an river                     C) an bottle          D) an chair 

92. The bridge is____ the river. 
A) over                             B) under                         C) between          D) under in 

93. The boat is _____ the bridge. 
A) over                             B) under                         C) between          D) under of 

94. The house is ______ the river. 
A) near                             B) under                         C) between          D) under in 

95. “Good” is the opposite of: 
A) nice                             B) bad                              C) small                 D) green 

96. “Big” is the opposite of: 
A) good                             B) bad                              C) small                 D) slow 

97. “Easy” is the opposite of: 
A) closed                             B) nice                              C) slow                 D) difficult 

98. “Old” is the opposite of: 
A) nice                                 B) bad                              C) young                 D) difficult 

99. “Fat” is the opposite of: 
A) good                             B) thin                              C) small                     D) young 

100. “Rich” is the opposite of: 
A) poor                             B) good                              C) small                     D) fast 

101. “Expensive” is the opposite of: 
A) thin                             B) rich                              C) cheap                 D) slow 

102. “Fast” is the opposite of: 
A) good                             B) bad                              C) small                 D) slow 
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103. “Ugly” is the opposite of: 
A) drunk                             B) beautiful                  C) small                 D) tired 

104. “Happy” is the opposite of: 
A) nice                                B) young                        C) sad                   D) slow 

105. “Lower” is the opposite of: 
A) upper                             B) red                            C) sad                     D) tired 

106. “Open” is the opposite of: 
A) window                          B) amusing                   C) closed               D) door 

107. “Left” is the opposite of: 
A) upper                             B) right                           C) in                       D) lower 

108. “High” is the opposite of: 
A) over                               B) green                          C) new                   D) low 

109. “Short” is the opposite of: 
A) up                                   B) high                            C) low                    D) long 

110. “Wide” is the opposite of: 
A) large                            B) short                            C) narrow                    D) tired 

111. “White” is the opposite of: 
A) grey                             B) blue                              C) black                         D) brown 

112. “Empty” is the opposite of: 
A) full                               B) half                                C) short                         D) left  

113. “Last” is the opposite of: 
A) any                              B) first                                C) second                      D) a lot of 

114. “Always” is the opposite of: 
A) upper                          B) first                                C) after                          D) never 

115. “Midnight” is the opposite of: 
A) evening                       B) morning                       C) afternoon                 D) noon 

116. “Wrong” is the opposite of: 
A) right                             B) last                                C) fast                             D) slow 

117. “Before” is the opposite of: 
A) tomorrow                   B) after                              C) next                           D) week 

118. “Beginning” is the opposite of: 
A) half                             B) end                                 C) next                           D) middle 

119. “Brave” is the opposite of: 
A) tired                             B) ill                                   C) afraid                        D) little 

120. “Near” is the opposite of: 
A) far                                B) behind                          C) at                               D) between 

121. “In front of ” is the opposite of: 
A) near                            B) behind                           C) by the side                D)  between 

122. Which plural is correct?   
A) potato                        B) potatoes                        C) potatos                      D) potatoyes 

123. Which plural is correct?   
A) teeth                          B) tooth                              C) tooths                        D) teeths 

124. Which plural is correct?   
A) babys                          B) baby                               C) babyes                      D) babies 

125. Which plural is correct?   
A) wish                           B) wishoes                           C) wishes                      D) wishs 

126. Which plural is correct?   
A) shelfs                        B) shelfes                              C) shelf                          D) shelves 

127. Which plural is correct?   
A) roofs                        B) roof                                    C) rooves                      D) roovs 

128. Which plural is correct?   
A) gentleman               B) gentlemen                       C) gentlemans              D) gentlemens 

129. Many young people today are simply not ................... politics: 
A) interested at         B)  interested in         C) interested about          D)  interesting in 
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130. The ................. famous date in English history is 1066 AD: 
       A) not very                 B) too                           C) very                                D) most 

131. Indicare il significato della seguente frase: “Do you play a musical instrument? Yes, I do. I play the 
guitar.” 

A) Suoni uno strumento musicale? Si. Suono il violino 
B) Suoni uno strumento musicale? Si. Suono la chitarra 
C) Suoni uno strumento musicale? No. 
D) Nessuna delle risposte  è esatta 

132. Indicare il significato della seguente frase: ”My sister Sandra works in a chemical company” 
A) Mia sorella Sandra possiede un’industria chimica 
B) Mia sorella Sandra era stata assunta in un’azienda chimica 
C) Mia sorella Sandra lavora in un’azienda chimica 
D) Nessuna delle risposte  è esatta 

133. Complete correctly. “The Pacific  is the__________ocean in the world.” 
A) Largest 
B) More 
C) Most large 
D) Nessuna delle risposte è esatta. 

134. Complete correctly. “My holiday  is __________July.” 
A) In  
B) For 
C) Up 
D) Nessuna delle risposte è esatta. 

135. Complete correctly. “Robert __________to play football this evening.” 
A) Is going 
B) A 
C) As 
D) At 

136. Indicare la frase corretta: 
A) I have fifteen years   
B) I have fifteen 
C) I am fifteen years old 
D) Nessuna delle risposte è esatta 

137. __________  I post that letter for you on my way to the office? 
A) do    
B) shall   
C) would   
D) will 

138. They set ___________ the publishing company in 1981. 
A) in    
B) down  
C) off   
D) up   

139. It’s no__________ talking to Andy when he’s reading. He’ll just ignore you. 
A) good   
B) point  
C) result   
D) worth 

140. Joe thinks we’ve invited too many guests, but I say the more the ________! 
A) best   
B) better    
C) good   
D) worse 
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141. You can pick up some fantastic ___________ in the sales just now. 
A) occasions   
B) savings   
C) displays   
D) bargains    

142. We had no complaints at all last year, ____________ we? 
A) hadn’t   
B) didn’t   
C) did   
D) had 

143. _______________ speak to them about our idea yesterday? 
A) Were you able to   
B) Did you manage  
C) Did you succeed in      
D) Could 

144. The law is that people _________ pay tax. If you don’t pay, you could go to prison. 
A) have to   
B) should  
C) would   
D) don’t have to 

145. The news ________ broadcast at nine o’clock last night. 
A) have been  
B) was        
C) were 
D) has been 

146. If you __________ I’m sure you would have got the job.  
A) would apply       
B) had applied    
C) would have applied 
D) Apply 

147. Sales have increased nine percent from € 1.2m __________ €1.4m. 
A) into  B) to 
C) in   D) out to 

148. Our company _______________ $4.54 million in Research and Development this year. 
A) is already investing       
B) is already invested     
C) has already invested    
D) already invests 

149. What is the best translation of  “Non è ancora arrivato.” ? 
A) He has no more come.   
B) He has not come yet.   
C) He has not again come. 
D) He have no more come.   

150. You can download software from many websites, the majority of ________ is free. 
A) which   
B) who    
C) them  
D)  whose 

151. Our promotional campaign brought in _________ new business, but not enough. 
A) many    
B) a lot     
C) some   
D) an 
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152. Countries _________ main industry is tourism are very vulnerable to changes in fashion. 
A) whose   
B) whom     
C) with  
D) where 

153. I’ll go for lunch as soon as my boss _________ from lunch. 
A) come back   
B) will have come back  
C) comes back      
D) will come back 

154. If you think you have got __________ work, you should speak to your boss. 
A) few    
B) a few   
C) too      
D) too much   

155. Management training__________ being developed for the new system. 
A) were    
B) has     
C) is     
D) have  

156. If you _________________ your delivery times, we’ll have to find a new supplier. 
A) aren’t improving  
B) don’t improve    
C) not improve 
D) will not improve 

157. The woman __________________ me to go back to my hotel and wait. 
A) said  
B) sayed   
C) told   
D) told to  

158. If I worked flexitime, I would come to work __________________. 
A) more early   
B) very earlier    
C) more earlier 
D) earlier  

159. In this company you _________ wear jeans and a T-shirt on Fridays. 
A) might     
B) would     
C) can    
D) shall 

160. There is more industrial _____________ consumer marketing. 
A) than   
B) then   
C) in   
D) of 

161. Some workers believe that the unions are incapable to represent the needs of the employees and 
choose not to join _________________ . 

A) it   
B) us   
C) them   
D) its 

162. Choose the best word to complete this sentence: Translation can be a lucrative full- or part-time __ . 
A) Line   
B) Job   
C) Employment 
D) Home 
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163. What's the biggest country ....... the world? 
A) of   
B) on   
C) in  
D) a        

164. Choose the right way to begin this question: ___you think you'll miss her? 
A) Do   
B) Does't   
C) Does 
D) Is 

165. Choose the best word to complete this sentence: The insurance pays ____the medical bills. 
A) Any   
B) All   
C) So 
D) An 

166. Tracy and Cindy are sisters, Tracy is ... than Cindy. 
A) Oldest   
B) Younger   
C) Old   
D) Most old        

167. She always puts ..... in her coffee 
A) Many sugar   
B) Much sugar   
C) A lot of sugar 
D) A many sugar 

168. The part of the following sentence between square brackets contains one or more mistakes; choose 
the correct form. “That guy thinks [to be more smart than] anyone else”. 

A) he's smarter than 
B) to be smart than 
C) he's more smart than 
D) he's most smart of 

169. Choose the word or words which best complete the following sentence. “In ancient times, doctors … 
decide what was wrong by examining body fluids such as urine, phlegm and vomit”. 

A) must 
B) had to 
C) have to 
D) had 

170. Choose the word or words which best complete the following sentence. “The dentist told him to open 
his mouth …”. 

A) wide 
B) greatly 
C) much 
D) large 

171. Choose the word or words which best complete the following sentence. “… is strong enough to lift it”. 
A) None of us   
B) All of us 
C) Nobody of us  
D) Noone of us 

172. Choose the best word or phrase to complete this sentence: Several people ____ his suggestion and 
some emails were exchanged about this. 

A) Replied 
B) answered him 
C) responded to 
D) told 
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173. Complete correctly. It's _____ expensive for a european student to study in the best american 
universities. 

A)  an much   
B) so much   
C)  a lot   
D)  too 

174. Choose the correct form. Did you manage to finish the marathon? 
A) yes, I was   
B) yes, I did   
C) yes, I can   
D) yes, I could   

175. She is eighteen but she can’t …… a car. 
A) to drive    
B)  drive       
C)  drives    
D)  driving 

176. How many children …… Jane got? 
A) has   
B) does    
C) have    
D) do 

177. …… coffee do you drink a day? 
A) How often    
B) How many    
C) What kind    
D) How much 

178. …… were you born? “I was born in 1990”. 
A) Where    
B) When    
C) How    
D) What 

179. She …… the children to the zoo last Saturday. 
A) takes     
B) taken    
C) take    
D) took 

180. Who’ s …… girl over there with the red hat? 
A) this     
B) these    
C) that    
D) those 

181. Nickolas is looking for a …… 
A) work    
B) business    
C) job    
D) occupations 

182. Would you like …… milk in your coffee? 
A) any    
B) a    
C) the    
D) some 

183. Who are …… people over there? 
A) these    
B) those     
C) that    
D) this 
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184. ……did you go to the cinema with last night? 
A) Where     
B) Who    
C) When    
D) What     

185. Choose the word or words which best complete the following sentence. “She has never … at a public 
event before”. 

A) spoken    
B) speaked 
C) spoke 
D) spoked 

186. Choose the word or words which best complete the following sentence. “I like this song. Please ... the 
radio”. 

A) turn over 
B) turn up     
C) turn away  
D) turn into 

187. Choose the word or words which best complete the following sentence. “We’ll be late: …”. 
A) we will be stuck until two hours 
B) it is two hours since we’ve been stuck here    
C) we are stuck in two hours 
D) it are two hours since we have been stuck here 

188. Choose the word or words which best complete the following sentence. “The professor  … talking 
despite the fact that his students … listening to him”. 

A) was carrying on; were no more  
B) carried on; were no longer    
C) carries on; are always 
D) did continue; won’t be 

189. Choose the word or words which best complete the following sentence. “The car stopped outside the 
supermarket … the bank”. 

A) in front of     
B) about 
C) over 
D) next 

190. Choose the word or words which best complete the following sentence. “… if I open the window?” 
A) Would mind you 
B) Do you mind     
C) Should it mind you 
D) Does it trouble to you 

191. Choose the word or words which best complete the following sentence. “We ran all the way, but got 
to the station really late, and our train ...”. 

A) has although left 
B) had already left    
C) has already left 
D) already leaved 

192. Choose the word or words which best complete the following sentence. “I remember the Christmases 
we spent in Italy when we ... Martinis on the beach before Christmas lunch”. 

A) used to drink     
B) should drinking 
C) used to drinking 
D) were used to drinking 
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193. Choose the word or words which best complete the following sentence.  “I urgently need information 
on the climate in Patagonia but …”. 

A) I can't find one 
B) I can't find some 
C) I can't find it    
D) I can't find none 

194. Find the synonym of the word between square brackets: “[Ultimately] he had to give in”. 
A) At the end 
B) Endlessly 
C) In the end    
D) Final 

195. Choose the correct form. “I had a drink with Mary____Saturday.” 
A) in 
B) on 
C) by 
D) the 

196. Choose the number between nineteen and twenty-one: 
A) twenty 
B) twenty-two 
C) eighteen 
D) sixteen 

197. The gender of these words is different. Which word is different from the others? 
A) Sister 
B) Girl 
C) Mother 
D) Brother 

198. Your clothes__________ very clean. 
A) is 
B) are 
C) does 
D) have 

199. Choose the correct form. “John lives_______ a small flat.” 
A) in 
B) on 
C) of 
D) the 

200. Choose the correct form. “What time_____to bed?” 
A) are you usually going 
B) do you usually go 
C) are you usually gone 
D) are you gone 

201. Last summer I _________ a work placement to get experience in my field. 
A) have looked for  
B) have been looking for  
C) look for 
D) looked for 

202. We have arranged _________ your order on Monday.  
A) an delivering 
B) to deliver  
C) deliver  
D) delivered 

203. Choose the correct form. “I am sorry, but I _____ agree with you.” 
A) aren’t   
B) don’t   
C) am not   
D) not 
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204. Choose the correct form. “I'm not used _____dinner at 6 p.m.” 
A) have   
B) to having   
C) to have   
D) having   

205. Choose the correct form. “I would like _____ me how to use the new equipment.” 
A) you to show   
B) that you show   
C) you showing   
D) if you show   

206. Choose the correct form. “When _____ , give him this envelope.” 
A) Steve arrives   
B) Steve will arrive   
C) is Steve arriving   
D) Steve arrive   

207. Choose the correct form. “ _____ hours do you study every day?” 
A) How much   
B) A lot   
C) How many   
D) Any   

208. Choose the correct form. “Did you hear _____ John did?” 
A) what   
B) that   
C) which   
D) that what  

209. Choose the correct form. “ We prepared the dinner by_________.”        
A) ourselves  
B)  ourself  
C)  us  
D)  ours 

210. Choose the correct form.  “I was about _____ when the phone rang.” 
A) to leave   
B) my leaving   
C) leaving   
D) time to leave 

211. Choose the correct form.  “This is my sister; do you know _____ name?” 
A) his   
B) its   
C) her  
D)  hers   

212. Choose the number between five and seven: 
A) nine 
B) four 
C) eight 
D) six 

213. It has four legs: 
A) bird 
B) cat 
C) man 
D) dolphin 

214. Il candidato completi la seguente frase, scegliendo le espressioni giuste da inserire al posto dei puntini:  
“ Sorry, I have to go right now: ……….…” 

A) I’m in a hurry 
B) I’m in a harry 
C) I have hurry 
D) I have harry 
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215. Quale delle seguenti frasi è corretta? 
A) She is so always kind? 
B) Is she always so kind? 
C) Is always she so kind? 
D) Is always so kind she 

216. The train ____ on time this morning. 
A) Has left 
B) Leaved 
C) Left 
D) Right 

217. In quale frase l’ordine è corretto? 
A) Does your sister often wear your skirt? 
B) Does often your sister wear your skirt? 
C) Does your sister wear your skirt often? 
D) Does your sister wear often your skirt? 

218. Quale è la forma corretta del condizionale di primo tipo? 
A) If you drop it, it would break 
B) If you drop it, it’ll break. 
C) If you drop it, it would have broken. 
D) If you drop it, it was breaking.  

219. Scegliere la forma verbale corretta per la seguente frase: “My friend Peter… late yesterday.” 
A) has arrived 
B) arrives 
C) had arrived 
D) arrived 

220. Scegliere la forma verbale corretta per la seguente frase:   You…at school yesterday. 
A) weren’t  
B) wasn’t 
C) didn’t be 
D) didn’t were 

221. Scegliere la frase in cui l’ordine delle parole è corretto. 
A) How are you going to get round this problem? 
B) How are you going to get this problem round? 
C) How are you going to round get this problem? 
D) How are you going to get this round problem? 

222. Quale delle seguenti frasi è corretta? 
A) How do you often go to the gym? 
B) How often you do go to the gym? 
C) Do how often you go to the gym? 
D) How often do you go to the gym? 

223. Completare la seguente frase:   This shirt is ____ than the blue one, but ____ than the white one. 
A) More nice, expensiver 
B) Nicer, more expensive 
C) More nice, more expensive 
D) Nicer, expensive 

224. Completare la seguente frase:   Sorry, I have to go right now, otherwise ____ 
A) I miss my train 
B) I loose my train 
C) I’m missing my train 
D) I’m loosing my train 

225. Quale delle seguenti frasi è corretta? 
A) Shall you go to Paris next winter? No, I’ll go to Berlin  
B) Do you go to Paris next winter? No, I’m supposed to go to Berlin 
C) Will you go to Paris next winter? No, I’ll go to Berlin 
D) Tutte le precedenti 
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226. Quale delle seguenti frasi è corretta? 
A) I will be very fat, if I lived near a confectioner’s 
B) I got very fat, if I would live near a confectioner’s 
C) I would get vey fat, if I leaved near a confectioner’s 
D) I would get very fat, if I lived near a confectioner’s 

227. Choose the correct form. Only owners of residence permits can park here. "Owners" means _____ . 
A) clients   
B) customers   
C) benefactors   
D) proprietors 

228. What's the longest river ___ the world? 
A) Of   
B) In   
C) On 
D) A 

229. Choose the correct form. It _____ a disaster if we lost the contract. 
A) is   
B) will be   
C) would be   
D) has been 

230. Choose the correct form. Mary made a swift _____ from her illness. 
A) survival   
B) relief   
C) recovery   
D) repair 

231. Choose the correct form. He will be in Rome _____ time, but we have no time to see him. 
A) any          
B) some   
C) the   
D) no 

232. It is difficult to find a vacant apartment in the centre of the city. "Vacant" means _____ . 
A) empty   
B) spacious   
C) convenient   
D) temporary          

233. Choose the correct form. She _____ many different jobs since she moved to silicon valley. 
A) has   
B) is having   
C) had   
D) has had          

234. Choose the correct form. Yesterday, the guests _____ in through the main entrance. 
A) comed   
B) have come   
C) come   
D) came 

235. Choose the correct form. The potato is not indigenous to Europe and _____ is the tomato. 
A) not   
B) or   
C) either   
D) neither   

236. Choose the correct form. _____ a tour of the palace? 
A) Does the programme include   
B) Do the programme includes   
C) Is the programme inclusive   
D) Are the programme including 
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237. Choose the correct form. You really _____ to see a doctor about that back problem. 
A) should   
B) would   
C) must   
D) need          

238. Choose the correct form. The new director is very enthusiastic and works hard to _____ his objectives. 
A) gain   
B) achieve   
C) win   
D) arrive 

239. Choose the correct form. Where are you going to _____ your Christmas holidays this year? 
A) pass   
B) spend   
C) make   
D) stay        

240. Choose the correct form. She is going to change her job when she _____ a better one. 
A) will offer   
B) is offered   
C) is going to offer   
D) will be offered        

241. Complete correctly. She asked me where _____ last night. 
A) have I been   
B) I have gone   
C) have I gone   
D) I went 

242. Choose the correct form. What _____ when you finish the course? 
A) are you going to do   
B) you going to do   
C) do you do   
D) you will do 

243. Choose the correct form. I'm sorry I haven't written earlier. 
A) yes, of course   
B) that's all right   
C) you're right   
D) you're welcome         

244. Choose the correct form. Because of the reform of the ministry, a lot of employees risk to be _____ . 
A) sent down   
B) put out   
C) dismissed   
D) licensed          

245. Complete correctly. We usually spend the weekends _____ the garden. 
A) doing   
B) for to do   
C) to do   
D) for doing          

246. Choose the correct form. I have not had the _____ to read the newspaper today. 
A) chance   
B) possibility   
C) moment   
D) event          

247. Complete correctly. When I finish the course, I _____ work in a software house. 
A)     could   
B)     would likes   
C)     like   
D)     would         
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248. Complete correctly. The ferry was delayed _____ fog. 
A) due to   
B) at   
C) since   
D) so that        

249. Choose the correct form. A major designer has divulged this season's fashions to a main competitor. 
"Divulged" means _____ . 

A) published   
B) sold   
C) revealed   
D) duplicated 

250. Choose the correct form. The office is open from 9 in the morning _____ 6 in the evening, Monday to 
Friday. 

A) until   
B) for   
C) during   
D) since         

251. Choose the correct form. As my mother is afraid of flying, she always travels _____ train. 
A) with   
B) by   
C) in   
D) on          

252. Choose the correct form. A good manager has to deal with problems quickly and effectively. "Deal 
with" means _____ . 

A) delegate   
B) divide up   
C) manage   
D) pass on 

253. Complete correctly. Traffic has been banned from the city centre _____ to reduce pollution. 
A) By in  
B) in order   
C) so   
D) because 

254. Choose the correct form. What do you like doing in the evening? 
A) listen to music   
B) listening to music   
C) I would like to listen to music   
D) listening to the music          

255. Choose the correct form. if I were offered a job in America I _____ it immediately. 
A) shall take   
B) would take   
C) am taking   
D) will take 

256. Choose the correct form. The region was voted the _____ productive in Italy. 
A) most   
B) as   
C) so much   
D) more 

257. Choose the best word or phrase to complete the following: Your purse? ____ in your office? 
A) Haven't you   
B) Isn't   
C) Isn't it   
D) Aren't       
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258. Choose the best phrase to complete this sentence: The receptionist _____ to spell my name. 
A) didn't know   
B) didn't knew how   
C) didn't know how   
D) didn't knew 

259. Choose the best word to complete this sentence: The composer Christian Fischer has just ____ at the 
age of 87. 

A) death   
B) die   
C) dead   
D) died          

 


